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An Age has passed since the Cataclysm that shook the world. From the ashes rose the Faeregine dynasty,
who have ruled Impyrium for over three thousand years. But the family s magic has been fading, and with it
their power over the Empire. Now many believe the Faeregines are ripe to fall.

Hazel is the youngest of the royal family, happy to leave ruling to her sisters and study her magic. But the
Empress has other plans for her granddaughter, dark and dangerous plans to exploit Hazel s talents and
rekindle the Faeregine mystique.

Hob Smythe is a commoner toiling in the Empire s mines. When a mysterious stranger offers him a chance
to serve and spy in the palace, Hob leaps at the chance to escape his dreary life and fight against a system
that oppresses nonmagical humans.

But Hazel and Hob soon find their destinies linked not only with each other but with the fate of Impyrium
itself. Their improbable bond will either save the realm or end it for good.

In book one of this thrilling new series, Henry H. Neff delivers a high-stakes fantasy where two unlikely
allies confront a conspiracy that s even bigger and more sinister than they imagine.

The empress returned to her salad. Good. Dame Rascha, you shall have anything my granddaughter requires.
I expect weekly reports on her progress.

The vye bowed. It will be as you wish. But I must voice my concerns. These demands will place profound,
perhaps unbearable, strain upon your granddaughter. Old Magic is powerful, Your Radiance, but it must be
nurtured carefully. There are disturbing precedents. Her Highness is but twelve years old. She is the last
Faeregine.

At this, the Empress actually laughed.

She s not the last Faeregine, you fool. She s the first in a thousand years! "
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From reader reviews:

John Sorrells:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled Impyrium. Try to the actual book Impyrium as your pal. It means
that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you far more confidence because you can
know anything by the book. So , let us make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Ronald Karl:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not need people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to be
smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Reading a
book can help people out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Impyrium book because book
offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt
in it you may already know.

Cecil Andrade:

Beside that Impyrium in your phone, it can give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or facts.
The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from your oven so don't possibly be worry if
you feel like an older people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Impyrium because this book
offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you don't get what it's about. Oh
come on, that would not happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be
questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss the item? Find this book and
read it from currently!

Timothy Hardy:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library as well as
to make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's spirit
or real their leisure activity. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to there
but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring and can't see colorful
images on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this
time, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore
this Impyrium can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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